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ABSTRACT
We present optical spectroscopy and optical/near-IR photometry of 31 host galaxies of hydrogen-poor
superluminous supernovae (SLSNe), including 15 events from the Pan-STARRS1 Medium Deep Survey. Our
sample spans the redshift range 0.1  z  1.6, and is the first comprehensive host galaxy study of this specific
subclass of cosmic explosions. Combining the multi-band photometry and emission-line measurements, we
determine the luminosities, stellar masses, star formation rates, and metallicities. We find that, as a whole, the
hosts of SLSNe are a low-luminosity (〈MB〉 ≈ −17.3 mag), low stellar mass (〈M∗〉 ≈ 2 × 108 M) population,
with a high median specific star formation rate (〈sSFR〉 ≈ 2 Gyr−1). The median metallicity of our spectroscopic
sample is low, 12 + log(O/H) ≈ 8.35 ≈ 0.45 Z, although at least one host galaxy has solar metallicity. The host
galaxies of H-poor SLSNe are statistically distinct from the hosts of GOODS core-collapse SNe (which cover a
similar redshift range), but resemble the host galaxies of long-duration gamma-ray bursts (LGRBs) in terms of
stellar mass, SFR, sSFR, and metallicity. This result indicates that the environmental causes leading to massive
stars forming either SLSNe or LGRBs are similar, and in particular that SLSNe are more effectively formed in
low metallicity environments. We speculate that the key ingredient is large core angular momentum, leading to a
rapidly spinning magnetar in SLSNe and an accreting black hole in LGRBs.
Key words: galaxies: abundances – galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: star formation – supernovae: general
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advent of wide-field time-domain surveys like the
Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System
(Pan-STARRS; PS1), the Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) and
the Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey (CRTS) has led to the
discovery of a growing number of “superluminous” supernovae
(SLSNe), characterized by luminosities ∼10–100 times larger
than ordinary Type Ia and core-collapse SNe. Their spectra are
diverse, though distinct subclasses are emerging (e.g., Gal-Yam
2012). For example, members of the subclass of the SLSNe that
show hydrogen in their spectra can be classified as Type IIn
SNe, with the origin of the extreme luminosity being interaction
with a dense circumstellar medium (e.g., Ofek et al. 2007; Smith
et al. 2007, 2010; Rest et al. 2011; Moriya et al. 2013).
For the SLSNe without hydrogen, however, the energy
source(s) remains a matter of debate. Many of these objects
form a spectroscopic subclass characterized by a blue continuum
with a few broad rest-frame UV absorption features from
intermediate-mass elements; in some cases the spectra develop
Ic features at late times (Pastorello et al. 2010; Quimby et al.
2011b; Chomiuk et al. 2011). An interaction scenario similar to
the H-rich SLSNe has been proposed for these objects as well
(Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Ginzburg & Balberg 2012; Moriya
& Maeda 2012), but this requires extreme mass loss episodes
(>1 M yr−1) shortly before the explosion and may be at odds
with the lack of intermediate-width lines seen in the spectra
(Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Chomiuk et al. 2011; Quimby et al.
2011b). Another proposed mechanism is energy injection by a
newborn, rapidly spinning magnetar (Kasen & Bildsten 2010;
Woosley 2010; Dessart et al. 2012), which can explain a wide
range of luminosities and timescales (Chomiuk et al. 2011;
Lunnan et al. 2013; Inserra et al. 2013). Other H-poor SLSNe,
most notably SN 2007bi, have been proposed to be examples of
pair-instability SNe (Gal-Yam et al. 2009; Young et al. 2010),
but this interpretation is controversial and the events can also
be explained in an interaction or magnetar scenario (Dessart
et al. 2012; Milisavljevic et al. 2013; Nicholl et al. 2013;
McCrum et al. 2014b). The superluminous SN PS1-10afx did
not resemble any previously seen SLSNe, and may represent
a new class of transients (Chornock et al. 2013); its unusual
properties lead Quimby et al. (2013b) to conclude that it may
have been a lensed Type Ia SN rather than a SLSN.
An important clue to the origin of the H-poor SLSNe may
come from their host galaxy properties. An early study by
Neill et al. (2011) utilized Galaxy Evolution Explorer near-
UV and Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) r ′-band photom-
etry of SLSN hosts, and used this to argue for a preference
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for low-luminosity (and by extension, possibly low-metallicity)
galaxies. However, this study was limited in several ways. First,
all SLSNe were analyzed as a group regardless of spectral
properties. Second, it was based on limited data: of the seven
H-poor SLSN hosts considered, only three were actually de-
tected in either of the two photometric bands they considered.
Third, it relied on the luminosities in only two bands to draw
inferences about underlying properties of interest (e.g., metallic-
ity), which were not measured directly. A possible trend of low-
metallicity galaxies was also pointed out by Stoll et al. (2011),
who determined the metallicities for two SLSN host galaxies,
and found them to be low and comparable to the host galaxies
of long-duration gamma-ray burst (LGRBs; e.g., Savaglio et al.
2009; Levesque et al. 2010a, 2010b). Recently, detailed stud-
ies of the host galaxies of two individual H-poor SLSNe (Chen
et al. 2013; Lunnan et al. 2013) revealed low metallicities and
high specific star formation rates (sSFRs), similar to LGRB host
galaxies.
Despite these initial results, it is clear that to fully exam-
ine the physical properties of SLSN host environments, make a
meaningful comparison to other classes of transients, and draw
conclusions about the progenitors requires several key improve-
ments on the existing data. First, high-quality spectroscopic
data and optical/NIR photometric data are needed to accurately
determine the host galaxy luminosities, stellar masses, metallic-
ities, SFRs, and specific SFRs. Second, a comprehensive study
examining the SLSN host galaxies as a population rather than
a few individual objects is essential. With the large number of
SLSNe being discovered by Pan-STARRS and other surveys,
this is now feasible.
Here, we present such observations and analysis of a sample
of 31 SLSN hosts, spanning a redshift range of 0.1  z 
1.6. Our sample includes 15 objects from the Pan-STARRS1
Medium Deep Survey (PS1/MDS), and 16 targets from other
surveys available in the literature. We only include hosts of
H-poor SLSNe, as the energy source of Type IIn SLSNe is better
understood and possibly distinct from the H-poor SLSNe. We
do, however, include all types of H-poor SLSNe, so as not to
make any initial assumptions about potentially different energy
sources. This is the most comprehensive, systematic study of
SLSN hosts so far.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe our sample
of SLSN hosts and follow-up photometric and spectroscopic
observations in Section 2. We describe our comparison samples
and statistical methods in Section 3. We detail how the various
galaxy properties are derived from the data, and discuss them
in Section 4. Implications for the progenitors and caveats are
discussed in Section 5, and we summarize our conclusions
in Section 6. All calculations in this paper assume a ΛCDM
cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.27, and
ΩΛ = 0.73 (Komatsu et al. 2011).
2. OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Targets
Our sample consists of 15 H-poor SLSNe discovered in the
PS1/MDS transient search. To supplement the PS1 sample,
which covers the redshift range 0.5  z  1.6, we also include
events from the literature, extending the redshift coverage down
to z ≈ 0.1 and bringing the total number of targets up to
31. Table 1 lists all targets, including references to the SN
discoveries.
For the purposes of this paper, we define a H-poor SLSN
as a SN with a peak absolute magnitude M  −20.5, and
without evidence of hydrogen in the spectrum. The majority of
objects belong to the subclass of SLSNe with spectra resembling
SN 2005ap and SCP06F6 (Quimby et al. 2011b). However, we
include other H-poor SLSNe such as SN 2007bi (Gal-Yam et al.
2009) and PS1-10afx (Chornock et al. 2013), to explore their
environments and relation to the other events.
2.1.1. SLSNe from the PS1/MDS Transient Survey
The PS1 telescope on Haleakala is a high-etendue wide-
field survey instrument with a 1.8 m diameter primary mirror
and a 3.◦3 diameter field of view imaged by an array of sixty
4800×4800 pixel detectors, with a pixel scale of 0.′′258 (Kaiser
et al. 2010; Tonry & Onaka 2009). The observations are obtained
through five broadband filters (grizyP1); details of the filters and
photometric system are described in Tonry et al. (2012).
The PS1/MDS consists of 10 fields (each with a single PS1
imager footprint) observed in gP1rP1iP1zP1with a typical cadence
of 3 d in each filter, to a 5σ depth of ∼23.3 mag; yP1is used near
full moon with a typical depth of ∼21.7 mag. The standard
reduction, astrometric solution, and stacking of the nightly
images is done by the Pan-STARRS1 Image Processing Pipeline
(IPP) system (Magnier 2006; Magnier et al. 2008) on a computer
cluster at the Maui High Performance Computer Center. The
nightly MDS stacks are transferred to the Harvard FAS Research
Computing cluster, where they are processed through a frame
subtraction analysis using the photpipe pipeline developed for
the SuperMACHO and ESSENCE surveys (Rest et al. 2005;
Garg et al. 2007; Miknaitis et al. 2007; Rest et al. 2013).
A subset of targets is chosen for spectroscopic follow-up, us-
ing the Blue Channel spectrograph on the 6.5 m MMT telescope
(Schmidt et al. 1989), the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph
(GMOS; Hook et al. 2004) on the 8 m Gemini telescopes, and
the Low Dispersion Survey Spectrograph (LDSS3) and Inamori-
Magellan Areal Camera and Spectrograph (IMACS; Dressler
et al. 2006) on the 6.5 m Magellan telescopes. Since the begin-
ning of the survey in 2010, we have discovered over 15 SLSNe
in the PS1/MDS data (Chomiuk et al. 2011; Berger et al. 2012;
Chornock et al. 2013; Lunnan et al. 2013; McCrum et al. 2014a,
2014b; R. Lunnan et al., in preparation). The combination of
a relatively small survey area and deep photometry provides
sensitivity primarily to SLSNe at higher redshifts; the current
sample spans 0.5  z  1.6. Thus, the PS1 sample is a great
complement to the SLSNe from other surveys, which are gen-
erally found at z  0.5 due to shallower photometry (Figure 3).
While PS1/MDS is an untargeted survey, the spectroscopic
follow-up is not complete. The SLSNe in our sample were
targeted by some combination of light curve and host properties,
in particular for having long observed rise times, or standing out
as being several magnitudes brighter than any apparent host. We
discuss to what extent selection effects may affect our results in
Section 5.1.
2.1.2. SLSNe from the Literature
In addition to the PS1/MDS SLSNe, we also include in our
sample H-poor SLSNe reported by other surveys, most notably
the PTF Law et al. 2009), the CRTS (Drake et al. 2009) and
the Robotic Optical Transient Search Experiment (ROTSE-III;
Akerlof et al. 2003). Table 1 lists these objects, with references.
Since not all of the objects in this list have published spectra
available, we include objects that are reported with a peak
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Table 1
H-poor SLSN Sample
SN Name Redshift R.A. Decl. E(B − V )a Reference
(J2000) (J2000) (mag)
PTF10hgi 0.098 16h37m47.s04 +06◦12′32.′′3 0.074 1, 2
SN 2010kd 0.101 12h08m00.s89 +49◦13′32.′′88 0.021 3, 4
PTF12dam 0.107 14h24m46.s20 +46◦13′48.′′3 0.010 5, 6
SN 2007bi 0.127 13h19m20.s14 +08◦55′43.′′7 0.024 7
SN 2011ke 0.143 13h50m57.s77 +26◦16′42.′′8 0.011 2, 8
SN 2012il 0.175 09h46m12.s91 +19◦50′28.′′7 0.019 2, 9
PTF11rks 0.192 01h39m45.s64 +29◦55′27.′′0 0.038 2, 10
SN 2010gx 0.23 11h25m46.s71 −08◦49′41.′′4 0.035 11, 12
SN 2011kf 0.245 14h36m57.s34 +16◦30′57.′′14 0.020 2, 8, 13
PTF09cnd 0.258 16h12m08.s94 +51◦29′16.′′1 0.021 12
SN 2005ap 0.283 13h01m14.s83 +27◦43′32.′′3 0.008 14
MLS121104:021643+204009b 0.303 02h16m42.s51 +20◦40′08.′′47 0.150 15, 16
PTF09cwl 0.349 14h49m10.s08 +29◦25′11.′′4 0.014 12
SN 2006oz 0.396 22h08m53.s56 +00◦53′50.′′4 0.041 17
PTF09atu 0.501 16h30m24.s55 +23◦38′25.′′0 0.042 12
PS1-12bqf 0.522 02h24m54.s621 −04◦50′22.′′72 0.025 18
PS1-11ap 0.524 10h48m27.s752 +57◦09′09.′′32 0.007 19
PS1-10bzj 0.650 03h31m39.s826 −27◦47′42.′′17 0.007 20
PS1-12zn 0.674 09h59m49.s615 +02◦51′31.′′85 0.019 18
PS1-11bdn 0.738 02h25m46.s292 −05◦06′56.′′57 0.025 18
PS1-13gt 0.884 12h18m02.s035 +47◦34′45.′′95 0.015 18
PS1-10awh 0.909 22h14m29.s831 −00◦04′03.′′62 0.070 21
PS1-10ky 0.956 22h13m37.s851 +01◦14′23.′′57 0.031 21
PS1-11aib 0.997 22h18m12.s217 +01◦33′32.′′01 0.044 18
SCP 06F6 1.189 14h32m27.s395 +33◦32′24.′′83 0.009 22
PS1-10pm 1.206 12h12m42.s200 +46◦59′29.′′48 0.016 23
PS1-11tt 1.283 16h12m45.s778 +54◦04′16.′′96 0.008 18
PS1-10afx 1.388 22h11m24.s160 +00◦09′43.′′49 0.048 24
PS1-11afv 1.407 12h15m37.s770 +48◦10′48.′′62 0.014 18
PS1-11bam 1.565 08h41m14.s192 +44◦01′56.′′95 0.024 25
PS1-12bmy 1.572 03h34m13.s123 −26◦31′17.′′21 0.015 18
Notes.
a Foreground extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011).
b Referred to as MLS121104 throughout the paper.
References. (1) Quimby et al. 2010; (2) Inserra et al. 2013; (3) Vinko et al. 2010; (4) Quimby et al.
2013a; (5) Quimby et al. 2012; (6) Nicholl et al. 2013; (7) Gal-Yam et al. 2009; (8) Drake et al.
2011; (9) Drake et al. 2012a; (10) Quimby et al. 2011a; (11) Pastorello et al. 2010; (12) Quimby et al. 2011b; (13) Prieto
et al. 2012; (14) Quimby et al. 2007; (15) Drake et al. 2012b; (16) Fatkhullin & Gabdeev 2012; (17) Leloudas et al. 2012; (18) R.
Lunnan et al., in preparation; (19) McCrum et al. 2014b; (20) Lunnan et al. 2013; (21) Chomiuk et al. 2011; (22) Barbary et al.
2009; (23) McCrum et al. 2014a; (24) Chornock et al. 2013; (25) Berger et al. 2012.
absolute magnitude −21 mag, and classified as Type Ic or
described as having a spectrum similar to known H-poor SLSNe.
2.2. Host Galaxy Photometry
2.2.1. Ground-based Optical Photometry
For targets from the PS1/MDS SLSN sample, we stack the
pre-explosion images and obtain deep grizyP1 photometry of
the host galaxies. The results are listed in Table 2. In addition,
a number of the literature hosts are detected in the SDSS, and
we use available DR9 model magnitudes for these objects (Ahn
et al. 2012).
To complement the survey photometry, we obtained deep
imaging observations of a number of targets that were either not
covered by or undetected in either PS1/MDS or SDSS. This was
mainly done with LDSS and IMACS on Magellan, as well as
with MMTCam,10 an f/5 imager on the 6.5 m MMT telescope.
10 http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/mmti/wfs.html
We processed and stacked all images using standard routines
in IRAF.11 We measured host galaxy magnitudes using aperture-
matched photometry, with zeropoints determined either from
observations of standard star fields taken at similar airmass on
the same night, or from photometry of stars with listed SDSS
and/or PS1/MDS magnitudes. In cases where the host galaxy
was not detected, a 3σ upper limit was determined by measuring
the mean magnitude of objects at the detection threshold (S/N
of 3). Images of the hosts are shown in Figures 1 and 2 with
the instrument and filter noted on each image. All non-PS1
and non-SDSS photometry is listed in Table 3, and the host
galaxy apparent magnitude distribution is shown in Figure 3 as
a function of redshift.
2.2.2. Ground-based NIR Photometry
We obtained J- and Ks-band photometry for a subset of
our targets using the FourStar Infrared Camera on the 6.5 m
11 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
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Table 2
Host Galaxy Photometry and Limits from PS1/MDS Stacks
SN Name gP1 rP1 iP1 zP1 yP1
PS1-10ky >24.7 >24.6 >24.5 >24.0 >22.1
PS1-10awh >25.0 >25.1 >25.3 >24.7 >22.7
PS1-11bam 23.63 ± 0.13 23.64 ± 0.12 23.78 ± 0.13 23.69 ± 0.14 >23.4
PS1-10afx 23.84 ± 0.10 23.57 ± 0.10 23.34 ± 0.13 22.68 ± 0.10 22.29 ± 0.28
PS1-10bzj 24.35 ± 0.08 23.98 ± 0.12 23.75 ± 0.10 22.72 ± 0.05 >21.7
PS1-10pm >25.2 >25.1 >25.0 >24.0 >23.0
PS1-11ap 24.20 ± 0.15 23.32 ± 0.10 22.86 ± 0.09 23.24 ± 0.13 >22.5
PS1-11tt >24.6 >24.7 >24.8 >24.1 >23.0
PS1-11aib >24.2 >24.4 >24.7 >23.9 >22.2
PS1-11afv >24.9 >24.8 >25.1 >24.9 >22.8
PS1-11bdn >24.8 >24.0 >24.9 >23.9 >22.5
PS1-12bmy >24.2 >24.2 >24.1 >23.6 >22.3
PS1-12zn 24.64 ± 0.10 24.07 ± 0.07 23.77 ± 0.10 23.56 ± 0.14 >22.5
PS1-12bqf 22.76 ± 0.12 21.89 ± 0.06 21.44 ± 0.03 21.40 ± 0.05 21.46 ± 0.14
PS1-13gt >24.5 >24.5 >24.7 >24.4 >22.7
Note. Corrected for foreground extinction. Upper limits are 3σ .
Magellan/Baade telescope (Persson et al. 2013). We used the
IRAF/FSRED package (A. Monson 2013, private communica-
tion) to calibrate, align, and co-add the FourStar observations
for each object and filter. We performed aperture photometry
using standard packages in IRAF, using sources in common
with Two Micron All Sky Survey to determine the zeropoint.
All NIR photometry is listed in Table 3.
2.2.3. HST Optical and NIR Photometry
We obtained Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging of ten
SLSN hosts from PS1 (programs GO-13022 and GO-13326; PI:
Berger and Lunnan). All hosts, with the exception of PS1-10ky
were detected, and images corresponding to the rest-frame UV
are shown in Figure 2. The host of PS1-10bzj (Lunnan et al.
2013) has serendipitous HST imaging from the GEMS survey
(Rix et al. 2004), and is also shown in Figure 2.
In addition to a filter covering the rest-frame UV, we imaged
the hosts of PS1-11tt, PS1-11afv, PS1-10pm, PS1-10awh, and
PS1-10ky with a second filter covering the rest-frame optical
(F850LP or F110W, depending on redshift). We processed
and stacked all HST images using the AstroDrizzle software
(Fruchter & Hook 2002; Gonzaga et al. 2012). As with our other
photometry, we determined host galaxy fluxes using aperture
photometry (Table 3).
2.2.4. Spitzer Photometry
Several PS1/MDS fields overlap with Spitzer survey cover-
age. Four of the lower-redshift PS1 host galaxies are detected in
archival images from the Spitzer Extragalactic Representative
Volume Survey (SERVS; Mauduit et al. 2012), the COSMOS
Spitzer survey (S-COSMOS; Sanders et al. 2007), or the Spitzer
Extended Deep Survey (SEDS; Ashby et al. 2013). We use the
catalog photometry for PS1-10bzj and PS1-12bqf (Table 3). The
other two hosts (PS1-11ap and PS1-12zn) lack reliable catalog
photometry, and so we downloaded the survey images and per-
formed the photometry ourselves.
At the depth of these observations, Spitzer images are
confusion-limited for faint sources. As a result, in several cases
the region around the host galaxy is contaminated by light from
nearby stars or galaxies. Prior to performing photometry, we
used the galfit software package (Peng et al. 2002) to model
and subtract these neighboring sources using the procedure de-
scribed in Laskar et al. (2011). We used a 3′′ aperture and a
3–7′′ background annulus and determined aperture corrections
using the point-spread functions derived from the mosaics. We
include the contribution of correlated noise from the mosaicking
process in our estimate of the uncertainty on the derived fluxes
following Laskar et al. (2011).
Other PS1/MDS hosts also lie within the survey footprints,
but were not detected. We find that the upper limits are too
shallow to constrain the host spectral energy distributions
(SEDs), so we do not consider them here. We also searched
the Spitzer archive for observations of non-PS1 host galaxies;
SN 2005ap and SCP06F6 lie in areas of Spitzer coverage, but
the limits are not constraining.
2.3. Astrometry
To establish an absolute astrometry scale on the MMTCam
and Magellan images, we download catalog images of the field
(SDSS, PS1, or DSS) and use the IRAF routine ccmap to align
the images after identifying common point sources. For the non-
PS1 objects, we do not have SN images available to precisely
determine the location of the SN relative to its host galaxy, but
we mark the absolute reported literature positions in Figure 1.
For the PS1/MDS objects we also have SN images that can be
used to perform relative astrometry. We use these to determine
the SN position relative to the host galaxies in the non-PS1
images, again by identifying common point sources in the two
images and aligning them using the IRAF package ccmap.
Depending on the source density and depth of the PS1 image,
the number of overlap sources varies from ∼10 to 100, with a
resulting uncertainty of the astrometric tie of ≈20–80 mas. The
positions of the PS1/MDS SLSNe relative to their hosts are
marked in Figures 1 and 2.
2.4. Spectroscopy
We obtained spectra of 12 host galaxies at z  0.7, using
LDSS3, IMACS, and BlueChannel. Beyond this redshift, our
targets are generally too faint for spectroscopy, or at too-high
redshifts to measure [O iii] λ5007, which is required for a metal-
licity determination (Figure 3). Table 4 summarizes the spec-
troscopic observations and observing setups. All spectra were
taken at the parallactic angle unless otherwise noted. Continuum
and arc lamp exposures were obtained after each observation
4
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IMACS gband
z = 0.098
PTF10hgi
SDSS rband
z = 0.101
SN 2010kd
SDSS rband
z = 0.107
PTF12dam
SDSS rband
z = 0.127
SN 2007bi
CFHT rband
z = 0.143
SN 2011ke
SDSS rband
z = 0.175
SN 2012il
MMTcam rband
z = 0.192
PTF11rks
SDSS rband
z = 0.23
SN 2010gx
IMACS rband
z = 0.245
SN 2011kf
MMTCam rband
z = 0.258
PTF09cnd
MMTcam iband
z = 0.283
SN 2005ap
MMTcam rband
z = 0.303
MLS121104
MMTCam rband
z = 0.349
PTF09cwl
LDSS rband
z = 0.396
SN 2006oz
IMACS rband
z = 0.501
PTF09atu
PS1 rband
z = 0.674
PS1-12zn
PS1 rband
z = 0.884
PS1-13gt
ACS F606WHST
z = 0.956
PS1-10ky
PS1 rband
z = 1.00
PS1-11aib
ACS F850LPHST
z = 1.189
SCP06F6
PS1 rband
z = 1.388
PS1-10afx
Figure 1. Images of 21 SLSN hosts considered in this paper (10′′ × 10′′). All images are oriented with north corresponding to up and east to the left. The 10 remaining
objects in our sample were detected in HST imaging, and are shown in Figure 2. The PS1 objects have the SN position marked by red crosses, as determined by relative
astrometry. For the non-PS1 objects, we mark the absolute position reported in the literature with a green circle (radius 0.′′5). Six hosts remain undetected: PTF09cwl,
PTF09atu, PS1-13gt, PS1-11aib, PS1-10ky, and SCP06F6. The latter two remain undetected even in deep HST imaging.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
to provide a flatfield and wavelength calibration. Basic two-
dimensional image processing tasks were performed using stan-
dard tasks in IRAF. Observations of spectrophotometric stan-
dard stars were obtained on the same night, and we used our own
IDL routines to apply a flux calibration and correct for telluric
absorption bands.
Absolute flux calibration (to account for slit losses and/or
non-photometric conditions) was determined by performing
synthetic photometry on the observed spectra and applying an
overall scaling factor to match the galaxy broadband photome-
try. We find that, generally, factors derived from different filters
agree well, indicating that the standard star calibration reliably
recovers the shape of the spectrum. In spectra where the contin-
uum is not well detected, we do not make this correction, and the
overall calibration is derived from the spectrophotometric stan-
dard stars only. The relative line fluxes and quantities that are
derived by ratios (i.e., extinction and metallicity) are reliable,
but the overall scaling and, in particular, a line-flux-derived SFR
may be marginally affected.
In cases where the galaxy continuum is well-detected, we
construct a stellar model spectrum using the FAST stellar
population synthesis code (Kriek et al. 2009) by fitting the
observed spectrum (with strong emission lines masked). We then
subtract the model to correct for underlying stellar absorption
in the Balmer lines before measuring line fluxes. In practice,
we find that this correction only makes a significant difference
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Figure 2. HST images of the remaining ten SLSN hosts in our sample (3′′ × 3′′). The SN positions relative to the host are determined by astrometrically aligning the
HST images with PS1 SN images, and shown as red crosses.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 3. Host apparent magnitude vs. redshift for the SLSN host galaxies in our
sample, with targets from PS1/MDS shown in black and other SLSN targets
shown in green. Also shown are LGRB host galaxies, and core-collapse SN
host galaxies from the GOODS survey, which we use as comparison samples
(Section 3). To guide the eye, the dotted and dashed black lines show tracks
for L∗ and 0.1L∗. The SLSNe themselves generally peak above the dash-dotted
orange line, which corresponds to an absolute magnitude M = −21 mag. r-band
is plotted when available for the LGRB and SLSN host galaxies, though F606W
is plotted instead for some SLSN hosts; V-band is plotted for the GOODS CCSN
hosts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
(10% correction in the Hβ flux) for a few objects in our
sample. Since the objects with weak continuum emission also
exhibit the highest equivalent width (EW) emission lines, the
correction for these objects is marginal.
We measure emission line fluxes by fitting Gaussian profiles,
and list the results in Table 5. In two objects, SN 2006oz
and PTF10hgi, low-precision redshifts were previously only
known from cross-correlating SN features, but we now detect
galaxy emission lines from both hosts and adjust the redshifts
to z = 0.396 for SN 2006oz, and z = 0.098 for PTF10hgi.
These redshifts are consistent with the inferred SN redshifts
(0.376 ± 0.014 and 0.100 ± 0.014, respectively; Leloudas et al.
2012; Inserra et al. 2013).
All spectra are shown in Figure 4. In addition to our spectra,
7 more objects have spectra with emission lines available
in the literature: SN 2010gx (Chen et al. 2013), SN 2007bi
(Young et al. 2010), PS1-11bam (Berger et al. 2012), PS1-
10afx (Chornock et al. 2013), PS1-10bzj (Lunnan et al. 2013),
PTF09cnd (Quimby et al. 2011b), and PS1-11ap (McCrum et al.
2014b). Combining the spectra presented here with the literature
data leads to line measurements for 19 hosts.
3. COMPARISON SAMPLES
We compare the SLSN host galaxies to galaxies hosting two
other types of transients: LGRBs and core-collapse supernovae
(CCSNe). For LGRB host galaxies, we use the sample from
Svensson et al. (2010), who provide luminosities, stellar masses,
and SFRs of 34 hosts at z  1.2 based on photometry reported in
Savaglio et al. (2009) and Fruchter et al. (2006). We supplement
these data with spectroscopy from Savaglio et al. (2009),
Levesque et al. (2010a, 2010b) and Graham & Fruchter (2013),
and also include any LGRB host galaxies at z  1.7 that are
analyzed in these papers but which are not part of the sample in
Svensson et al. (2010). This leads to a sample of 44 LGRB hosts
in the same redshift range as the SLSNe, of which 17 hosts also
have metallicity measurements.
For core-collapse SN hosts, we use the GOODS sample
(Fruchter et al. 2006; Svensson et al. 2010). As GOODS was
primarily searching for Type Ia SNe, only a subset of the SNe in
this sample were spectroscopically typed, with the rest classified
as core-collapse based on light curve properties (Strolger et al.
2004) and so subtypes are not available. Still, this sample has two
key advantages over local supernova hosts for our purposes: it
is an untargeted sample, and it covers a similar redshift range as
the SLSN hosts, thus minimizing effects due to galaxy redshift
evolution. The GOODS sample includes luminosities, stellar
masses, and SFRs derived from SED fits, but does not include
metallicities.
In Figure 5 we show the redshift distributions of the three
samples, including, separately, the subsamples for which we
have metallicity measurements, as well as the SLSNe from
PS1/MDS. The redshift distributions are similar both for the full
samples and the spectroscopic subsamples, thereby minimizing
any potential galaxy evolution effects.
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Table 3
Additional Host Galaxy Photometry
SN Name Filter AB mag Instrument UT Date
PTF10hgi g′ 22.56 ± 0.06 IMACS 2013 May 07
PTF10hgi i′ 21.75 ± 0.06 IMACS 2013 May 07
PTF10hgi z′ 21.43 ± 0.12 IMACS 2013 Apr 11
PTF10hgi J 21.48 ± 0.08 FourStar 2013 May 20
PTF10hgi Ks 21.66 ± 0.13 FourStar 2013 May 20
SN 2011kea g′ 22.44 ± 0.10 CFHT · · ·
SN 2011kea r ′ 22.01 ± 0.10 CFHT · · ·
SN 2011kea z′ 23.00 ± 0.30 IMACS 2013 Apr 11
SN 2011kea J 22.86 ± 0.15 FourStar 2013 May 20
SN 2012il J 21.78 ± 0.11 FourStar 2013 May 19
SN 2012il Ks 21.90 ± 0.20 FourStar 2013 May 21
PTF11rks z′ 20.52 ± 0.10 LDSS3 2013 Oct 04
PTF11rks KS 20.75 ± 0.34 FourStar 2013 Dec 18
SN 2010gx J 22.92 ± 0.11 FourStar 2012 Dec 04
SN 2011kf g′ 23.74 ± 0.07 IMACS 2013 May 07
SN 2011kf r ′ 23.15 ± 0.12 IMACS 2013 May 10
SN 2011kf i′ 23.65 ± 0.33 MMTCam 2013 Apr 29
SN 2011kf J >23.1 FourStar 2013 May 22
SN 2011kf Ks >22.7 FourStar 2013 May 22
PTF09cnd g′ 23.75 ± 0.16 MMTCam 2013 May 02
PTF09cnd r ′ 23.60 ± 0.25 MMTCam 2013 Mar 15
PTF09cnd i′ 23.70 ± 0.27 MMTCam 2013 May 02
SN 2005ap i′ 23.59 ± 0.07 MMTCam 2014 Mar 23
MLS121104 J 20.39 ± 0.10 FourStar 2013 Dec 18
MLS121104 KS 19.63 ± 0.12 FourStar 2013 Dec 18
PTF09cwl r ′ >24.4 MMTCam 2013 Mar 13
SN 2006oz J 23.43 ± 0.26 FourStar 2012 Dec 04
PTF09atu r ′ >25.2 IMACS 2013 May 07
PS1-12bqf F475W 22.94 ± 0.02 HST/ACS 2013 Nov 18
PS1-12bqf KS >19.9 FourStar 2013 Dec 18
PS1-12bqf 3.6 μm 20.82 ± 0.06 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-12bqf 4.5 μm 21.29 ± 0.06 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-11ap F475W 24.02 ± 0.02 HST/ACS 2013 Oct 09
PS1-11ap 3.6 μm 23.33 ± 0.39 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-11ap 4.5 μm 23.38 ± 0.29 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-10bzj 3.6 μm 23.79 ± 0.16 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-10bzj 4.5 μm 24.00 ± 0.18 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-12zn J 23.09 ± 0.25 FourStar 2013 May 20
PS1-12zn Ks >22.7 FourStar 2013 May 20
PS1-12zn 3.6 μm 23.09 ± 0.12 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-12zn 4.5 μm 24.24 ± 0.57 Spitzer/IRAC · · ·
PS1-11bdn F475W 26.09 ± 0.10 HST/ACS 2013 Nov 13
PS1-11bdn r ′ >25.5 IMACS 2012 Jul 19
PS1-11bdn i′ 25.40 ± 0.25 LDSS3 2013 Oct 05
PS1-11bdn z′ >24.2 LDSS3 2013 Jan 12
PS1-11bdn J >24.2 FourStar 2012 Dec 04
PS1-10awh F606W 27.00 ± 0.20 HST/ACS 2013 Sep 04
PS1-10ky F606W >27.4 HST/ACS 2012 Dec 13
PS1-10ky F850LP >27.0 HST/ACS 2012 Dec 13
PS1-10pm F606W 25.38 ± 0.05 HST/ACS 2012 Dec 10
PS1-10pm F110W 24.40 ± 0.08 HST/WFC3 2013 Jan 15
PS1-11tt F606W 25.78 ± 0.08 HST/ACS 2012 Dec 02
PS1-11tt F110W 25.83 ± 0.05 HST/WFC3 2013 Apr 21
PS1-11afv F606W 25.26 ± 0.08 HST/ACS 2013 Apr 09
PS1-11afv F110W 24.65 ± 0.08 HST/WFC3 2012 Nov 24
PS1-11bam F814W 23.82 ± 0.02 HST/ACS 2013 Oct 11
PS1-12bmy g′ 25.25 ± 0.10 LDSS3 2013 Oct 05
PS1-12bmy r ′ 25.46 ± 0.10 LDSS3 2013 Oct 04
PS1-12bmy i′ 25.10 ± 0.16 LDSS3 2013 Oct 05
PS1-12bmy z′ 24.64 ± 0.40 LDSS3 2013 Oct 05
PS1-12bmy F814W 25.01 ± 0.05 HST/ACS 2013 Sep 17
PS1-12bmy J 24.02 ± 0.21 FourStar 2013 Dec 18
PS1-12bmy Ks >22.2 FourStar 2013 Dec 18
Notes. Corrected for foreground extinction. Upper limits are 3σ .
a Flux from dwarf galaxy host only; see Appendix A.1 for details.
The SLSN host galaxy data contain both detections and upper
limits. To include the information from the non-detections,
we use techniques from survival analysis, as implemented in
theASURV statistics package (Lavalley et al. 1992). To estimate
and display the distribution function of each quantity, we use
the Kaplan–Meier estimator. This is a non-parametric estimator
of the cumulative distribution function, where the weight of
each upper limit is distributed uniformly among the detections
at lower values. If there are no upper limits, the Kaplan–Meier
estimator reduces to the usual empirical distribution function.
For each detected value xi in the sample, Ni is the number of
objects (detected or undetected) with xi , and di is the number
of objects at xi. The Kaplan–Meier estimator is then given by
ŜKM(xi) =
∏
xxi
(
1 − di
Ni
)
. (1)
In addition, the presence of upper limits means that com-
mon statistical tests for two-sample comparisons (e.g., the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) cannot be applied. To test the null
hypothesis that two samples are drawn from the same underlying
distribution, we instead use a generalized Wilcoxon rank-sum
test (Peto–Prentice test), also available as part of theASURV
statistics package. The p-values we report are the probabilities
for obtaining the calculated value of the test statistic, given the
null hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the same
distribution. A 3σ significant difference thus corresponds to
p < 0.003, whereas a 2σ significant difference corresponds to
p < 0.05.
For two-sample comparisons where we do not have upper
limits in the data, we use a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test.
The K-S test statistic D is defined as D = supx |F1(x) −F2(x)|,
where F1 and F2 are the empirical distribution functions of the
two samples. By comparing D to the K-S distribution, we can
calculate the probability (p-value) of obtaining a value D under
the null hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the
same underlying distribution.
4. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SLSN HOST GALAXIES
For the SLSN hosts with multi-band photometry, we construct
galaxy models with the FAST stellar population synthesis code
(Kriek et al. 2009). As inputs, FAST takes a choice of stellar
population synthesis (SPS) models, initial mass function (IMF),
reddening law, and a grid of stellar population properties (age,
star formation timescale, dust content, metallicity, and redshift),
and computes model fluxes for each point in the grid. The best-fit
parameters are determined by computing the χ2 at each point in
the grid and finding the minimum. The confidence intervals are
calibrated using Monte Carlo simulations, taking into account
the uncertainties both in the observed fluxes and in the models
(Brammer et al. 2008).
We fit the SLSN host galaxies using the Maraston (2005)
stellar library, and assuming an exponential star formation
history and a Salpeter IMF. We assume a metallicity of Z =
0.5 Z, unless the metallicity measured from spectroscopy
(Section 4.6) requires a library with Z = 0.05 Z or Z = 1 Z.
If we have a measurement of the extinction from spectroscopy
(Section 4.1), AV is restricted to that range but is otherwise
allowed to vary freely. In cases where our galaxy spectra show
strong emission lines, the filter containing [O iii] λ5007 is
typically excluded from the fit. The resulting best-fit galaxy
SEDs are shown in Figure 6.
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Table 4
Log of Host Galaxy Spectroscopic Observations
Object UT Date Instrument Wavelength Range Slit Grating Filter Exp. Time Mean
(YYYY-MM-DD.D) (Å) (′′) (s) Airmass
PTF10hgi 2013 Apr 11.3 IMACS 4000–10270 0.9 300-17.5 none 3600 1.22
PTF10hgi 2013 May 07.4 IMACS 4000–10270 0.9 300-17.5 none 4200 1.75
SN 2010kd 2013 May 13.3 BlueChannel 3330–8550 1 300GPM none 1800 1.23
PTF12dam 2013 Jul 13.3 BlueChannel 3300–8530 1 300GPM none 1800 1.57
SN 2011kea 2013 Apr 11.3 IMACS 4000–10270 0.9 300-17.5 none 2400 1.80
SN 2012il 2013 Apr 15.2 BlueChannel 3350–8570 1 300GPM none 1800 1.15
SN 2011kf 2013 May 10.2 IMACS 4000–10270 0.9 300-17.5 none 1800 1.44
SN 2011kf 2013 Jun 03.1 IMACS 4000–10270 0.9 300-17.5 none 5400 1.43
PTF11rks 2013 Oct 05.3 LDSS3 3900–10000 1 VPH-All none 1800 1.95
MLS121104 2013 Jul 12.4 LDSS3 4080–10720 1 VPH-All none 3000 1.77
SN 2006oz 2013 Jul 12.3 LDSS3 4080–10720 1 VPH-All none 5400 1.23
PS1-12zn 2013 Jan 10.3 LDSS3 5850–9970 1 VPH-Red OG590 5000 1.18
PS1-12bqf 2013 Oct 05.2 LDSS3 5310–9970 1 VPH-Red none 3600 1.19
PS1-11bdn 2013 Jan 13.1 LDSS3 5850–9970 1 VPH-Red OG590 5400 1.39
Note. a Taken with the slit oriented through a nearby galaxy; see Appendix A.1 for details. Note that IMACS has an atmospheric dispersion
corrector, so that observing away from parallactic angle does not affect relative line fluxes.
Table 5
Raw Measured Emission Line Fluxes (10−15 erg s−1 cm−2)
Object [O ii] λ3727 Hγ [O iii] λ4363 Hβ [O iii] λ4959 [O iii] λ5007 Hα [N ii] λ6584
PTF10hgi · · · · · · · · · 0.020 ± 0.006 · · · 0.024 ± 0.005 0.083 ± 0.008 <0.01
SN 2010kd 0.068 ± 0.013 0.033 ± 0.025 · · · 0.065 ± 0.011 0.106 ± 0.016 0.293 ± 0.013 0.120 ± 0.010 <0.012
PTF12dam 12.12 ± 0.11 3.47 ± 0.07 0.67 ± 0.05 8.07 ± 0.08 15.82 ± 0.13 47.19 ± 0.24 24.20 ± 0.18 0.82 ± 0.06
SN 2011ke 0.88 ± 0.07 0.30 ± 0.02 0.046 ± 0.015 0.71 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.02 2.83 ± 0.03 1.77 ± 0.02 < 0.04
SN 2012il 0.32 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 · · · 0.24 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.02 1.38 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.04 <0.035
PTF11rks 0.65 ± 0.08 · · · · · · 0.12 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.03 0.40 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.03
SN 2011kf 0.047 ± 0.016 · · · · · · 0.046 ± 0.01 0.032 ± 0.01 0.099 ± 0.01 0.094 ± 0.01 <0.019
MLS121104 0.53 ± 0.02 0.095 ± 0.009 · · · 0.198 ± 0.007 0.152 ± 0.007 0.419 ± 0.007 0.538 ± 0.009 0.059 ± 0.004
SN 2006oz 0.026 ± 0.032 · · · · · · 0.018 ± 0.005 0.016 ± 0.003 0.047 ± 0.002 0.037 ± 0.01 <0.006
PS1-12zn 0.236 ± 0.015 <0.04 · · · 0.069 ± 0.01 0.076 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.01 · · · · · ·
PS1-12bqf 0.13 ± 0.01 · · · · · · 0.050 ± 0.005 0.010 ± 0.004 0.046 ± 0.008 · · · · · ·
PS1-11bdn 0.043 ± 0.008 · · · · · · <0.03 0.048 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.01 · · · · · ·
4.1. Extinction
We estimate the reddening by measuring Balmer decrements,
using the ratio of Hα to Hβ or Hγ to Hβ (if Hα is not available),
assuming intrinsic ratios according to Case B recombination
(Osterbrock 1989). The measured emission line fluxes are then
corrected for reddening using the extinction curve of Cardelli
et al. (1989). We estimate error bars on AV using the 1σ
uncertainties in our line flux measurements. For galaxies where
we can measure extinction from Balmer lines, the SED fit for
the galaxy is constrained to the 1σ uncertainty range from
spectroscopy.
For hosts with no Balmer decrement measurements but with
multi-band photometry, we do not restrict the range of allowed
extinction in the SED fits. As with the stellar mass, the fitting
procedure returns both a best-fit and a 1σ uncertainty range
on the extinction. While the uncertainty from the SED fits is
generally larger than from our Balmer decrements, we list the
extinction estimates from SED modeling in Table 6 for the
galaxies where no estimates from Balmer lines are available.
While a wide range of AV is allowed by the SED fits, we find
that, with a few exceptions, the data are consistent with zero
extinction. We therefore also compute a set of galaxy models
that assume zero extinction. Table 6 also lists the stellar mass
and population age for these fits.
4.2. Absolute Magnitudes
We calculate absolute B-band magnitudes by transforming
the galaxy models to the rest frame and integrating over the
B-band filter curve. We also use these models to calculate a
mean k-correction as a function of redshift, and use this to
determine absolute magnitudes or upper limits for the objects
with only single-band photometry or non-detections.
In Figure 7 we show the resulting B-band absolute magni-
tudes, both as a function of redshift and the cumulative distribu-
tion using the Kaplan–Meier estimator. The overall range is −16
to −22 mag, but the population is strikingly low-luminosity with
a median absolute magnitude of 〈MB〉 ≈ −17.6 mag (≈0.05L∗;
Willmer et al. 2006). A large fraction of the lowest-luminosity
hosts are found at the low-redshift end: when we consider the
PS1 sample + SCP06F6 separately (z  0.5), we find a me-
dian magnitude of −18.8 mag (≈0.1L∗), whereas the sample at
lower redshifts (all the non-PS1 hosts, and excluding SCP06F6)
has a median magnitude of −17.0 mag (≈0.04L∗). This may
indicate that the typical host of a SLSN shifts to fainter galaxies
at lower redshift, an effect one might expect if, for example,
low metallicity is a driving ingredient for producing SLSNe. As
the data at high and low redshift come from different surveys,
however, this could also reflect different survey or follow-up
strategies.
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Figure 4. Spectra of SLSN host galaxies at z  0.75 (Table 4). The main emission lines used for analyzing galaxy properties are marked. In addition to the 12 spectra
shown here, an additional 7 hosts have emission line measurements available in the literature, providing spectroscopic information for more than half of our sample.
The highest-luminosity (and only ∼L∗) host galaxy in this
sample is the host of PS1-10afx, which was also an outlier in
terms of SN properties (Chornock et al. 2013). It is debated
whether this object was a true SLSN, or a normal Type Ia SN
lensed by a foreground galaxy (Quimby et al. 2013b). However,
we note that, given our sample size, this one outlier does not
drive our results—in fact, excluding it would lead us to find an
even lower median luminosity.
As is apparent from Figure 7, the SLSN hosts are also
significantly less luminous as a population than both LGRB
hosts and CCSN hosts in the same redshift range. Applying
the generalized Wilcoxon test, we find that the SLSN hosts
are not consistent with being drawn from the same underlying
distribution as either CCSN hosts or LGRB hosts in terms of
their luminosities. The significance levels are listed in Table 7. If
we consider the PS1/MDS subsample separately, however, the
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Figure 5. Redshift distribution of the SLSN host sample (black) and the com-
parison samples: LGRB host galaxies (red) and the GOODS core-collapse SNe
(blue). The dotted lines indicate the subsamples with metallicity measurements
for the SLSN and LGRB host galaxies. The dashed black line shows the SLSNe
from PS1/MDS only.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
luminosity distribution is consistent with both the LGRB host
sample and the CCSN sample (p = 0.26 and 0.15 respectively).
The change in significance level results from both the PS1/MDS
hosts being higher luminosity and the fact that the sample size
is smaller.
4.3. Stellar Masses
The FAST SED fitting code provides the stellar mass of
the best-fit model, and the 1σ confidence interval. The derived
stellar masses and uncertainties are listed in Table 6. For host
galaxies where we either only have upper limits, or detections
in too few filters for an SED fit, we use the galaxy models to
calculate a median mass-to-light ratio and use this to convert our
single-band measurements into a mass estimate; in these cases
the uncertainties quoted reflect the spread in possible mass-to-
light ratios.
The resulting stellar masses are shown in Figure 8, both as
a function of redshift and the cumulative distribution. As with
the luminosities, the SLSNe are generally found in low-mass
galaxies, with a median stellar mass of 〈M∗〉 ≈ 2 × 108 M.
There is a range of three orders of magnitude in mass, from
107 to 1010 M, and the same trend toward smaller galaxies at
lower redshift is also seen in the stellar masses. Again, the SLSN
hosts are offset from both the CCSN hosts and the LGRB hosts,
and the difference between the SLSN and CCSN host galaxies
is significant both when comparing the full samples and when
considering the full sample and the PS1/MDS subsample only
(p = 1.5 × 10−7 and 9 × 10−4, respectively). The difference
between SLSN hosts and LGRB hosts is significant at the 2.7σ
level (p = 0.007) when comparing to the full sample of SLSN
hosts, but not significant when comparing to the PS1/MDS data
only (p = 0.17).
4.4. Star Formation Rates
SFRs are derived using a variety of methods, depending on the
available data for each host galaxy. If available, we calculate the
SFR using the Hα emission line flux, according to the relation
SFR = 7.9 × 10−42LHα(erg s−1) (Kennicutt 1998). If Hα is
not available but Hβ and Hγ are both detected, we calculate
the expected Hα flux using the measured reddening and Hβ
flux, assuming Case B recombination. For some galaxies at
higher redshift, no Balmer lines are available, but we detect
the [O ii] λ3727 emission line. For these galaxies, we use
SFR = 1.4 × 10−41L[O ii](erg s−1) (Kennicutt 1998).
Finally, for galaxies where we do not have line-based SFR
estimates, we calculate a SFR based on the rest-frame UV
flux. For galaxies at redshift z  0.6, g-band covers rest-
frame UV, and we use SFR = 1.4 × 10−28Lν(erg s−1 Hz−1)
(Kennicutt 1998). We use the observed fluxes without correcting
for extinction for this calculation, since the extinction is not
particularly well-constrained by the SED fits and also consistent
with zero in most galaxies (Section 4.1; Table 6). We also use
this relation to calculate upper limits for the galaxies with rest-
frame UV non-detections. In general, we find that the different
diagnostics agree within a factor of 2–3. For four galaxies
(PTF09cwl, PTF09atu, SN 2005ap, and SCP06F6) we have
neither emission line measurements nor rest-frame UV data,
and we therefore lack SFR estimates.
The resulting SFR distributions are plotted in Figure 9. The
median value for the SLSN host sample is 〈SFR〉 ≈ 1 M yr−1
and varies from 10−2–10 M yr−1. Consistent with their lower
luminosities and stellar masses, the SLSN hosts also have
slightly lower absolute SFRs than the LGRB and CCSN hosts.
Only the difference between the CCSN and SLSN hosts is
statistically significant (Table 7).
We also consider the specific star formation rate (sSFR ≡
SFR/M∗), which is the inverse of the time required to double the
stellar mass of a galaxy given its current SFR. Since we cannot
constrain the sSFR if we only have upper limits on both the
SFR and the stellar mass, only detected galaxies are considered
for this analysis (23 hosts). The distributions are shown in
Figure 10. Both at high and low redshifts, the SLSNe show a
wide range of sSFRs, with a median of ∼2 Gyr−1, corresponding
to a characteristic doubling time of ∼500 Myr. Again, their
distribution is statistically indistinguishable from that of the
LGRB hosts: applying a K-S test, we find that the LGRB and
SLSN distributions are consistent with each other (p = 0.55).
The SLSN and CCSN distributions are not (p = 0.004), mainly
due to the tail of high sSFRs that is not observed in the CCSN
hosts.
4.5. Hβ and [O iii] Equivalent Widths
One striking characteristic of our SLSN host spectra
(Figure 4) is the strong nebular emission lines. The equiva-
lent width of Hβ is of particular interest, as it generally de-
creases monotonically with the age of the young stellar popula-
tion (Copetti et al. 1986; Schaerer & Vacca 1998). We show the
distribution of Hβ EWs in our sample in Figure 11, compared
to LGRB hosts (Levesque et al. 2010a, 2010b) and a sample
of star-forming field galaxies at z ≈ 0.3–1.0 from the Team
Keck Redshift Survey (TKRS; Wirth et al. 2004; Kobulnicky
& Kewley 2004). The SLSN and LGRB host distributions are
similar (a KS test yields p = 0.75), indicating the presence
of similar-age young stellar populations in the two groups. The
comparison to TKRS shows that the Hβ EWs of the SLSN hosts
are also higher than what would be expected if they were drawn
from the general field galaxy population, and this remains true
also if we weight the field galaxy distribution by SFR.
We also note that several of the SLSN hosts exhibit par-
ticularly strong [O iii] λ5007 emission. While the strength
of this line is sensitive to a number of physical parameters,
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Figure 6. Model fits to the SEDs of 23 host galaxies with multi-band photometry. The red lines show the model SEDs (calculated using FAST; Kriek et al. 2009),
while the black points with error bars show the photometry. The main parameters of the model and fit are listed in each panel, and summarized in Table 6.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
including the ionization parameter and metallicity, it serves to
illustrate how the SLSN host galaxies are different from the
normal star-forming field galaxies. The right panel of Figure 11
shows the [O iii] equivalent widths measured, compared to the
TKRS sample and a sample of Green Pea galaxies from SDSS.
The Green Peas are a class of compact, intensely star-forming
galaxies, originally selected by their unusual colors that are due
to extreme [O iii] emission (Cardamone et al. 2009). We see that
the distribution of [O iii] EWs for SLSN hosts galaxies is clearly
skewed toward higher values than what would be expected sim-
ply drawing from the star-forming population over this redshift
range, with about one third of the SLSN sample showing [O iii]
EWs comparable to what is seen in the lower range of Green
Pea galaxies.
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Table 6
Derived Host Galaxy Properties
Object MB AV log(M∗) log(M∗), AV = 0 log(age), AV = 0 SFR 12 + log(O/H) 12 + log(O/H)
(mag) (mag) (M) (M) (yr) (M yr−1) Te Method R23 Method
PTF10hgi −15.78 1.14+0.87−1.14 8.06+0.03−0.57 7.87 +0.58−0.01 8.50+1.40−0.02 3.8 × 10−2 · · · · · ·
SN 2010kd −17.15 0.0 8.07+0.15−0.74 8.07+0.14−0.15 8.10+0.66−0.27 2.5 × 10−2 · · · 8.16/8.71
PTF12dam −19.25 0.16+0.04−0.04 8.77+0.02−0.04 · · · · · · 6.4 8.02a 8.40
SN 2007bib −16.40 0.0+1.09−0.00 6.84+0.22−0.07 6.84+0.17−0.08 6.50+0.30−0.50 1.1 × 10−2 · · · 8.33
SN 2011ke −16.65 0.30+0.36−0.30 7.47+0.14−0.11 7.47+0.14−0.07 7.70+0.71−0.19 0.77 7.59 8.13
SN 2012il −17.58 0.0+0.23−0.00 8.27+0.06−0.07 8.27+0.06−0.07 8.10+0.16−0.14 0.47 · · · 8.27
PTF11rks −18.66 0.30+0.47−0.30 9.00+0.09−0.21 8.92+0.01−0.08 8.40+0.17−0.10 0.49 · · · 8.42/8.57
SN 2010gxc −16.98 0.96+0.08−0.08 8.19+0.06−0.07 · · · · · · 1.30 7.46 8.27
SN 2011kf −16.87 0.0 7.83+0.23−0.11 7.83+0.28−0.15 7.90+1.06−0.14 0.14 · · · 8.05/8.84
PTF09cndd −16.75 0.00+0.54−0.00 6.99+0.51−0.12 6.99+0.38−0.12 7.10+0.71−0.22 0.22 · · · 8.33/8.64
SN 2005ap −16.73 0.70+2.45−0.70 8.08+0.56−0.57 8.17+0.22−0.28 9.00+0.41−1.03 · · · · · · · · ·
MLS121104 −19.39 0.0 9.48+0.04−0.06 9.44+0.14−0.07 9.10+0.38−0.28 1.27 · · · 8.80
PTF09cwl >−16.5 · · · <7.9 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
SN 2006oz −16.96 0.0 8.42+0.64−0.16 8.43+0.55−0.14 8.70+1.17−0.24 0.23 · · · 8.00/8.88
PTF09atu >−16.7 · · · <7.9 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
PS1-12bqf −20.28 0.90+0.39−0.90 9.68+0.13−0.10 9.60+0.15−0.04 8.40+0.59−0.02 1.73 · · · 7.84/9.04
PS1-11ape −18.83 0.20+0.32−0.20 8.71+0.15−0.12 8.69+0.06−0.10 8.00+0.28−0.10 0.49 · · · 8.34/8.64
PS1-10bzjf −17.90 0.0+0.21−0.00 7.44+0.11−0.05 7.47+0.10−0.11 7.10+0.22−0.30 4.2 7.80 8.30
PS1-12zn −18.75 0.0+2.60−0.00 8.57+0.24−0.32 8.85+0.03−0.35 8.90+0.07−1.10 6.7 · · · 8.45
PS1-11bdn −17.35 1.0+1.88−1.00 8.11+0.77−0.59 8.23+0.45−0.57 8.80+0.56−1.17 1.54 · · · · · ·
PS1-13gt >−18.9 · · · <8.7 · · · · · · <1.6 · · · · · ·
PS1-10awh −16.47 · · · 7.76+0.33−0.65 · · · · · · 0.18 · · · · · ·
PS1-10ky >−16.3 · · · <7.6 · · · · · · 0.4 · · · · · ·
PS1-11aib >−19.3 · · · <8.9 · · · · · · <2.8 · · · · · ·
SCP06F6g >−16.9 · · · <8.0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
PS1-10pm −19.29 0.90+0.10−0.90 8.97+0.32−0.34 8.95+0.34−0.13 8.30+0.95−0.43 1.5 · · · · · ·
PS1-11tt −18.15 0.30+1.01−0.30 7.62+0.73−0.16 7.74+0.18−0.28 7.50+0.34−0.52 1.1 · · · · · ·
PS1-10afxh −22.03 0.40+2.00−0.40 10.23+0.16−0.12 10.26+0.03−0.07 9.01+0.16−0.31 13 · · · · · ·
PS1-11afv −19.50 0.20+1.51−0.20 8.97+0.22−0.56 9.01+0.16−0.31 8.70+0.23−0.98 2.2 · · · · · ·
PS1-11bami −20.89 0.50+0.61−0.50 8.89+1.07−0.25 9.59+0.53−0.73 8.60+0.61−1.20 6.0 · · · · · ·
PS1-12bmy −20.36 0.0+0.76−0.00 9.36+0.60−0.11 9.36+0.30−0.11 8.10+0.60−0.11 2.6 · · · · · ·
Notes.
a From T.-W. Chen et al., in preparation.
b Based on data in Young et al. (2010).
c Based on data in Chen et al. (2013).
d Metallicity and SFR derived from a spectrum published in Quimby et al. (2011b); see Appendix A.2 for details.
e Based on data in McCrum et al. (2014b).
f Based on data in Lunnan et al. (2013).
g Based on data in Barbary et al. (2009).
h Based on data in Chornock et al. (2013).
i Based on data in Berger et al. (2012).
4.6. Metallicity
There are a number of metallicity indicators available in the
literature, depending on redshift range and the detected emission
lines. However, there are known systematic offsets between
them (e.g., Kewley & Ellison 2008). We therefore focus on
the R23 diagnostic, which is available over the entire redshift
range of interest, and we use the calibration in Kobulnicky &
Kewley (2004). This ensures consistent comparison within the
SLSN host sample, and to other galaxy samples using the same
diagnostics.
R23 is a double-valued diagnostic, and additional information
is needed to break the degeneracy between the high-Z and
low-Z branches. We accomplish this in either of the following
ways. First, if the [O iii] λ4363 line is detected, we assume
the lower-metallicity branch, as this temperature-sensitive line
is not present at high metallicities. Second, when detected, we
use the ratio of [N ii] λ6584 to [O ii] λ3727 (or [N ii] λ6584
to Hα, if the reddening is not well constrained) to break the
degeneracy. In some cases, [N ii] λ6584 is not detected, but the
upper limit on this ratio is sufficiently low to allow us to place
the host galaxy on the lower metallicity branch. Finally, in some
cases the value of R23 falls in the turnover region, and either
branch gives a value in the range 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.3–8.6. If
we cannot formally break the degeneracy, both possible values
are listed. However, we note that the low masses of most SLSN
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Figure 7. Left: absolute B-band magnitudes as a function of redshift for the SLSN host galaxies (black stars and arrows), LGRB host galaxies (red triangles), and
GOODS CCSN hosts (blue diamonds). Also shown is the luminosity function parameter M∗B for blue galaxies as a function of redshift (dotted line; Willmer et al.
2006). Right: the resulting distribution functions of the three populations, as calculated by the Kaplan–Meier estimator to include the information contained in upper
limits. The dotted line shows only the hosts from the PS1/MDS subsample, illustrating how the difference between the SLSN hosts and the other populations is driven
by the low-redshift end of the sample.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 8. Left: stellar mass as a function of redshift for the SLSN host galaxies (black stars and arrows), LGRB host galaxies (red triangles), and CCSN hosts (blue
diamonds). Right: the resulting distribution functions of the three populations. The difference between the SLSN and CCSN hosts is statistically significant, both when
considering the full SLSN sample and the PS1/MDS subsample only. While having a lower median mass, the SLSN hosts are marginally consistent with being drawn
from the same distribution as the LGRB hosts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 7
Results (p-values) from Statistical Tests
Property SLSN-LGRB SLSN-CCSN SLSN-LGRB SLSN-CCSN Test Used
(PS1/MDS only) (PS1/MDS only)
MB 0.0013 7 × 10−5 0.26 0.15 Rank-Sum
Mass 0.007 1.6 × 10−7 0.17 0.0009 Rank-Sum
SFR 0.067 4 × 10−4 0.79 0.076 Rank-Sum
sSFR 0.55 0.004 0.53 0.009 Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Hβ EW 0.75 · · · · · · · · · Kolmogorov–Smirnov
host galaxies (∼108 M) suggest that the lower branch solution
is more likely over the supersolar metallicity given by the upper-
branch solution. Indeed, of the eight galaxies where we can
robustly break the degeneracy, only one (MLS121104) is found
to lie on the upper branch.
In galaxies where the auroral [O iii] λ4363 line is detected,
we can also calculate a “direct” metallicity through the electron
temperature (Te) method. We use the temden task in the
IRAF nebular package (Shaw & Dufour 1994) to determine
the temperature of O++ and the electron density (ne), from
the ratio of the [O iii] lines and [S ii] lines, respectively.
The O+ temperature is then calculated assuming the relation
from Stasin´ska (1982). Finally, we determine O+/H and O++/H
using the relations in Shi et al. (2006). Four galaxies in
our sample have detected [O iii] λ4363 emission: PS1-10bzj
(Lunnan et al. 2013), SN 2010gx (Chen et al. 2013), SN 2011ke
and PTF12dam. The host of PTF12dam exhibits both auroral
[O iii] and [O ii] lines; a detailed analysis of this host will be
presented in T.-W. Chen et al. (in preparation).
The distribution of R23 metallicities is plotted in Figure 12.
As we cannot formally break the R23 degeneracy in a number
of cases, the dotted and dashed lines show what the distribution
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Figure 9. Left: star formation rates as a function of redshift for the SLSN host galaxies (black stars and arrows), LGRB host galaxies (red triangles), and GOODS
CCSN hosts (blue diamonds). Right: the resulting distribution functions of the three populations. The difference between the SLSN and CCSN hosts is statistically
significant, but the difference between LGRB and SLSN hosts is not.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 10. Left: specific star formation rates as a function of redshift for the SLSN host galaxies (black stars and arrows), LGRB host galaxies (red triangles), and
GOODS CCSN hosts (blue diamonds). Right: the resulting distribution functions of the three populations. As we cannot place limits on the sSFR of undetected objects,
only galaxies that are actually detected are plotted here. The three populations have similar medians, but both the LGRB hosts and SLSN hosts show a tail to high
specific star formation rates that is not seen in the CCSN host population.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 11. Left: Hβ equivalent widths for the SLSN host sample (black), a sample of LGRB hosts (red; Levesque et al. 2010a, 2010b), and the Team Keck Redshift
Survey (TKRS) sample of field galaxies at z ≈ 0.3–1.0 (blue; Wirth et al. 2004; Kobulnicky & Kewley 2004). The SLSN host sample and LGRB host sample have
a similar Hβ EW distribution, suggesting similar young stellar population ages. Right: [O iii] λ5007 equivalent widths for our SLSN host sample (black), the TKRS
sample, and “Green Pea” galaxies from SDSS, a class of compact, intensely star-forming galaxies characterized by extreme [O iii] λ5007 emission (Cardamone et al.
2009). The SLSN hosts generally show much stronger [O iii] λ5007 emission than the field star-forming galaxies, with about one third of the sample within the Green
Pea regime.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 12. Metallicity distribution of the SLSN host galaxies (black) and LGRB
host galaxies (red). Also shown are hosts of Type Ic-BL (green) and Ib/c (blue)
SNe from untargeted surveys (Sanders et al. 2012). For a number of the SLSN
hosts, we cannot formally break the R23 degeneracy; the dashed and dotted line
shows the resulting distributions if we assume that all of the hosts reside on the
lower or upper branches, respectively. The solid line is the resulting distribution
when assuming hosts with a stellar mass 108 M fall on the low-metallicity
branch, and assigning equal probability to the upper/lower branch solutions for
the rest. This distribution is statistically consistent with the LGRB host galaxies,
but not with the Type Ib/c SN hosts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
would be if we assumed all upper-branch or all lower-branch
solutions for these galaxies. The solid lines assume the lower-
branch solution for host galaxies with a stellar mass lower
than 108 M, and an equal probability of lower/upper-branch
solutions for the remaining objects. Taking this as the best
estimate of the true distribution, we find a median metallicity
of 8.35 (≈0.45 Z). Also shown in Figure 12 are LGRB
hosts, and hosts of Type Ib/c and Ic-BL (broad-lined) SNe
from untargeted surveys (Sanders et al. 2012). The SLSN host
metallicity distribution is statistically consistent with that of
the LGRB hosts and inconsistent with the SN Ib/c hosts,
which are generally found at higher metallicities. We note
that the SN samples shown here are local (median redshift
〈z〉 ≈ 0.036), as the GOODS CCSN sample does not have
metallicity measurements.
Figure 13 shows the SLSN hosts with metallicity measure-
ments on a mass-metallicity (M–Z) diagram, compared to LGRB
host galaxies, the local M–Z relation from SDSS (Tremonti et al.
2004), local core-collapse SN host galaxies from the compila-
tion of Kelly & Kirshner (2012), and a sample of emission-line
selected galaxies at redshift z ∼ 0.6–0.7 (Henry et al. 2013).
The SLSN hosts are predominantly found at low masses and
metallicities, although there is clearly a wide range—the host
of MLS121104, for example, has well detected [N ii] lines that
place it on the upper branch in the R23 diagnostic, at approxi-
mately solar metallicity. This shows that any metallicity prefer-
ence in producing SLSNe does not take the form of an absolute
cutoff; the same is true for LGRBs (e.g., Levesque et al. 2010c).
It is also interesting to note that two of the host galaxies with
the highest measured metallicities (MLS121104 and PTF11rks)
also exhibit some of the largest offsets from the galaxy center to
the SN explosion site (Figure 1). If there are metallicity gradients
present in these hosts (e.g., Zaritsky et al. 1994; Modjaz et al.
2011), it is still possible that the SNe exploded in an environment
with a lower metallicity, closer to the median of the SLSN host
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Figure 13. Mass–metallicity diagram comparing the SLSN hosts (black stars)
to LGRB hosts (red triangles), local CCSN hosts (blue circles), the SDSS
M–Z relation (black lines), and a galaxy sample at redshift z ∼ 0.7 (orange
diamonds). All metallicities are on the Kobulnicky & Kewley (2004) scale
to facilitate comparison. Points joined by lines represent cases where the R23
degeneracy could not be formally resolved, and so both the upper- and lower-
branch solutions are plotted.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
sample. Indeed, when comparing line ratios along the slit in
the host of PTF11rks, we do find indications of a decreasing
R23 ratio in an extraction region in the outskirts compared to
at the center of the galaxy. However, the poor signal-to-noise
ratio in the Hβ line prevents us from making a more quantitative
statement. We also note that the majority of our galaxies are of
such a small angular size (Figure 1) that in most cases there is
little practical difference between metallicity determined for the
galaxy as a whole compared to the explosion site.
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR SLSN PROGENITORS
We have shown that the H-poor SLSNe are preferentially
found in low-luminosity, low-mass, low-metallicity hosts with
high sSFR and evidence for very young stellar populations based
on line EWs. However, as these properties are found to be
correlated in the general galaxy population, it is not clear which
is the driving factor in producing SLSNe. This is an on-going
debate regarding LGRBs, and many of the same arguments are
relevant to the SLSNe.
A number of factors point toward metallicity being a key in-
gredient in producing both H-poor SLSNe and LGRBs. Overall,
they show a preference for low-metallicity environments com-
pared to CCSNe as well as a preference for faint, blue, irregular
galaxies (Fruchter et al. 2006; Stanek et al. 2006; Modjaz et al.
2008). If star formation were the only factor required for produc-
ing SLSNe, we would expect them to also occur in star-forming
regions of more massive galaxies, and so their galaxy distribu-
tion to be more similar to the GOODS CCSN sample. We also
note that the potential redshift evolution we see in our SLSN host
sample is consistent with a metallicity-based selection: since the
M–Z relation evolves with redshift, shifting to lower metallici-
ties for a given stellar mass at higher redshift (e.g., Zahid et al.
2013 and references therein), we expect a trend toward lower-
mass galaxies at lower redshift for a given metallicity. This is
indeed what we observe for the SLSN hosts (Figures 7 and 8).
On the other hand, we do observe a range of metallicities
in the SLSN host galaxies, and we do not find evidence of
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a metallicity cutoff; the same is true for LGRB hosts (e.g.,
Levesque et al. 2010b, 2010c). While there are LGRB hosts
at higher metallicities, as a population they tend to fall below
the local M–Z relation (Figure 13). It has been argued that this
could be a result of a proposed anticorrelation between SFR and
metallicity at a given stellar mass; the driving factor then would
be star formation rather than metallicity (Mannucci et al. 2010,
2011; Kocevski & West 2011). However, even when taking
into account the LGRBs in heavily dust-obscured galaxies,
the number of LGRBs in massive galaxies still falls short of
what would be expected in a purely star formation-selected
sample (Perley et al. 2013), suggesting that the LGRB rate
is also a function of metallicity. A similar argument can be
made for SLSNe: while it is not clear whether they fall below
the M–Z relation (Figure 13), they do exclusively populate the
low-mass end of this diagram. Regardless of whether they are
low-metallicity for their mass, then, they are clearly not simply
following the star-forming population.
In terms of progenitor models, a low-metallicity environment
preference could be linked to a requirement for high angular
momentum in the core. Rotation is thought to be the link
between LGRBs and metallicity from the theoretical side, where
the GRB is a result of accretion onto a newly formed black
hole, following the collapse of a rapidly rotating, massive star
(e.g., MacFadyen & Woosley 1999). Higher metallicities are
associated with increased mass loss through stellar winds (Vink
& de Koter 2005) which strips the core of angular momentum,
and so it has been proposed that the observed preference for
low-metallicity environments for LGRBs is linked to the need to
maintain high rotation (Yoon & Langer 2005; Langer & Norman
2006). A similar argument can be applied to the H-poor SLSNe
in the scenario where the energy source is a magnetar: in order
to reproduce the observed time scales and luminosities, rapid
initial neutron star spin is required, as well as a strong magnetic
field (Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Chomiuk et al. 2011; Lunnan et al.
2013; Inserra et al. 2013). Alternatively, the central engine could
also be a black hole, where large core angular momentum could
allow material which remains bound in the explosion to form an
accretion disk and inject energy into the supernova (Dexter &
Kasen 2013). However, this line of reasoning does not explain
how the SLSN progenitors shed their hydrogen envelopes and
why that mechanism would not remove angular momentum;
this is a puzzle also regarding LGRBs, which are associated
with Ic-BL SNe.
We note that while SLSNe and LGRBs seem to be found in
similar environments, it does not follow that their progenitors
must share common properties, but rather that the environmental
causes for producing massive stars that end their lives as a LGRB
or SLSN are likely similar. For example, if the high-mass end
of the IMF varies with environment (e.g., Bastian et al. 2010;
Kroupa et al. 2013 and references therein), that could potentially
explain the trends we see without needing to invoke a metallicity
dependence. Another possibility is dynamical effects: van den
Heuvel & Portegies Zwart (2013) speculate that both LGRBs
and SLSNe are end products of different dynamical processes
in young, dense star clusters, with SLSNe being the result of
runaway stellar collisions—our findings at least support their
premise that both SLSNe and LGRBs are associated with young
star-forming regions.
Due to the expected suppression of stellar winds in low-
metallicity progenitors, one might initially expect that an inter-
action model would be harder to explain in a low-metallicity
context. However, the mass loss required to explain the
observed light curves of SLSNe is too large to be explained
by line-driven stellar winds (Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Chomiuk
et al. 2011; Lunnan et al. 2013). A proposed alternative mecha-
nism for ejecting the necessary mass shells is a pulsational pair-
instability (e.g., Woosley et al. 2007; Chatzopoulos & Wheeler
2012), a phenomenon that may be sensitive to both the rotation
and metallicity of the progenitor. A binary star channel has also
been proposed (Chevalier 2012), where the mass loss is driven
by common envelope evolution of a compact object within the
envelope of a massive star, and the SN itself is triggered by
inspiral of the compact object to the core of the companion star,
though it is not clear why such a channel would be environment-
dependent as we are finding in this work. We note that what-
ever the scenario, at the very least our findings suggest that if
H-poor SLSNe are powered by strong circumstellar interaction,
the mechanism that causes the mass loss is likely to be operating
preferentially in low-metallicity environments.
5.1. Possible Selection Effects
5.1.1. Extinction
While we have taken care to compare events from untargeted
surveys over a similar redshift range, one might worry that
selection effects could still be driving the differences we see
between the SLSN hosts and the other galaxy populations. One
such effect is that the SLSN host sample is likely to be biased
against host galaxies with high extinction, since it is selected for
hosting a population of blue optical transients. This is consistent
with what we find in our SED fits, in that virtually all the host
galaxies in our sample are consistent with zero or moderate
extinction (0.5 mag). This may partially explain the marginally
significant difference in galaxy luminosities seen between the
SLSN and LGRB hosts, since LGRBs are selected via gamma-
rays and therefore much less sensitive to dust extinction. The
mid-IR transient SDWFS-MT-1 was proposed to be a dust-
enshrouded SLSN (though of unknown type; Kozłowski et al.
2010), suggesting that there may exist a population of these
objects in obscured environments that current optical surveys are
missing. This would only impact our result if such a population
was hosted in significantly different galaxies, however; in this
one known case, the host was still a low-metallicity dwarf
galaxy.
Extinction is unlikely to explain the difference between the
SLSN hosts and the CCSN sample though, as this sample is also
selected optically and would suffer from a similar extinction
bias. Conversely, if the SLSN hosts were indeed drawn from
the same population as CCSN hosts, it would mean that current
surveys are only detecting a small fraction of the SLSNe—only
∼15% of the GOODS CCSNe were found in galaxies fainter
than MB = −17.3 mag, the median of the SLSN host galaxy
sample. As explored in Section 5.1.2, we do not consider this to
be a likely scenario.
5.1.2. Incomplete Follow-up
We also note that while all the samples we are comparing
come from untargeted surveys, the spectroscopic follow-up is
not complete. In selecting the subsample of objects that will be
followed up and confirmed spectroscopically, both light curve
and host galaxy properties are typically considered, and this
could therefore introduce biases based on host galaxy proper-
ties. Here, we can only address how the PS1/MDS sample was
selected. The targets included in this paper were primarily cho-
sen for spectroscopic follow-up by some combination of long
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rise times and/or being significantly brighter than any apparent
host. The former effect arises both due to the intrinsically long
rise of many SLSNe, as well as due to time dilation since the
redshift distribution of the PS1/MDS sample peaks at z ≈ 1.
This selection could bias us toward lower-luminosity galaxies if
faster-rising SLSNe were preferentially found in brighter host
galaxies; exploring any such correlations is, however, outside
the scope of this paper.
The second effect of preferentially following up faint-
host/high-contrast objects is potentially more problematic for
the results presented here. We know that our sample is not
complete—the question is whether we missed objects system-
atically due to galaxy properties, and if so, whether the effect is
large enough to influence our results. To quantify this, we carried
out a number of tests. First, if we assume that the true distri-
bution of SLSN host galaxies was that of the GOODS CCSN
host galaxies, we can simulate the effects of a (crude) selection
bias by excluding all the CCSN host galaxies brighter than a
given magnitude, and ask what fraction of objects we must be
missing. We find that to make the GOODS CCSN host galaxy
mass distribution marginally consistent with that of the SLSN
host galaxies, we must set the cut at V = 23.5 mag, exclud-
ing half of the GOODS sample. This implies that if selection
effects were the only driver behind our result, we should have
systematically missed about half of the SLSNe in PS1/MDS.
To quantify how many such potential bright-host SLSNe we
could have missed, we searched the entire PS1/MDS photo-
metric database for transients that had good-quality light curves
(bright enough to be considered for spectroscopy) and long ob-
served rise times, but that were not selected for spectroscopic
follow-up. We excluded from this sample any object that had
a light curve consistent with a Type Ia SN, as determined by
PSNID (Sako et al. 2011). We tuned our cuts such that the
search would let through all the PS1 SLSNe where the rise is
observed, with the exception of the fastest-rising objects such as
PS1-10bzj (Lunnan et al. 2013). Applying the same light curve
cuts to the spectroscopic subsample, we found that in addition
to SLSNe, the main group of objects making it through these
cuts are Type II SNe at lower redshifts (z < 0.5).
For the time period we considered, this left us with 17 long-
rising transients without spectroscopic classification. 13 of these
have host galaxies that are well-detected in SDSS, and thus
have photometric redshifts available (Oyaizu et al. 2008). If
we adopt these redshifts, the median implied peak absolute
magnitude of these transients is −18 mag, consistent with being
the counterparts to the slow-rising Type II SNe seen in the
spectroscopic control sample, and in particular unlikely to be
missed SLSNe. This leaves us with only four candidates of
unknown type/redshift, which already rules out having missed
a considerable number of bright-host SLSNe simply due to a
bias in the follow-up. Two of these four objects were actually
targeted for spectroscopy, but the spectra were inconclusive,
showing a blue and featureless continuum. It is unlikely that
these objects belong to the subclass studied in this paper – if they
were indeed superluminous, they would be at sufficiently high
redshift that we would expect to detect the characteristic broad
UV absorption features seen in most H-poor SLSNe (Quimby
et al. 2011b; Chomiuk et al. 2011).
In addition, these four remaining objects are all found in host
galaxies fainter than 22.0 mag (two have undetected hosts) and
so would not be bright-host SLSNe: if we assign them redshifts
by assuming the transients were indeed SLSNe (i.e., that the
transient light curves peaked at M = −22.5 mag), adding them
to the sample considered in this paper does not change any of
our conclusions. Therefore, we are confident that our results
are due to a real effect, rather than a bias toward preferentially
following up transients with faint host galaxies.
We note that the preference for low-luminosity hosts is even
stronger in the low-redshift non-PS1/MDS sample. This is reas-
suring, in the sense that the same general trend is independently
found by more than one survey, which is certainly a neces-
sary condition for it being a real physical effect. The stronger
preference for low-luminosity galaxies at lower redshifts can
be interpreted as an evolutionary effect that may come about
if, for example, metallicity affects the SLSN rate. Without a
better understanding of how the different surveys select targets
for follow-up, disentangling any selection effects from redshift
evolution will, however, be difficult.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first comprehensive study of the host
galaxy environments of H-poor SLSNe, with 31 objects over
the redshift range z ≈ 0.1–1.6. This is the first study to look at
the hosts of this subclass of SLSNe specifically, and the largest
study of SLSN hosts so far: previous studies (Neill et al. 2011;
Stoll et al. 2011) mixed both H-rich and H-poor SLSNe and
only detected a few hosts of H-poor SLSNe. Our main findings
can be summarized as follows.
1. H-poor SLSNe are generally found in low-luminosity
galaxies. In our sample, we find the following median
properties: B-band luminosity of −17.3 mag, stellar mass of
∼2×108 M, SFR of ∼1 M yr−1, and sSFR of ∼2 Gyr−1.
2. Compared to the hosts of core-collapse SNe over the same
redshift range, the SLSNe occur systematically in lower-
luminosity, lower-mass, lower-metallicity, and higher sSFR
galaxies. These results are statistically significant at the
>3σ level.
3. Compared to the hosts of LGRBs over the same redshift
range, the SLSNe are consistent with being drawn from the
same galaxy population as GRBs in terms of stellar mass,
SFR, sSFR, and metallicity; we do, however, find them in
lower-luminosity and lower-mass galaxies particularly at
low redshift.
4. The SLSNe predominantly occur in low-metallicity galax-
ies, with a median value of 12 + log(O/H) ≈ 8.35 and
four galaxies in the sample having a detected [O iii] λ4363
emission line. However, we do find a range of metallicities,
including a host galaxy at solar metallicity, and so there is
no evidence for a strict metallicity cutoff.
5. The preference for low-luminosity galaxies is strongest in
the low-redshift (z  0.5) sample, suggesting that there
could be redshift evolution in the host population. A better
understanding of how this sample was selected is necessary
to disentangle evolution effects and potential selection
effects, however.
We have shown that SLSNe select host environments that
are similar to those selected by LGRBs over the same redshift
range, though seem to prefer even lower-luminosity galaxies.
As is the case with LGRBs, the implications in terms of SLSN
progenitors are not straightforward. However, if interpreted as a
preference for low-metallicity environments as the effect driving
the selection, this could lend support to a millisecond magnetar
being the energy source powering SLSNe. A key component
of this progenitor model is that the magnetar must initially
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Figure 14. Combined grz image of the host galaxy of SN 2011ke. The location
of the SN is marked by the cross-hairs, and shows that the SN went off in a
compact dwarf galaxy. The redder, more extended galaxy next to it is at the
same redshift, with a velocity offset of ∼100 km s−1. Note the unusual color of
the dwarf galaxy, due to the strong [O iii] emission that falls in r-band.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
be spinning at close to breakup speeds, and maintaining fast
rotation in the core is thought to be more effective at low
metallicities since less angular momentum is lost to line-driven
stellar winds.
It is less clear how our findings could be interpreted in
the context of an interaction model for powering SLSNe, but
our results at least indicate that the mechanism responsible
for mass loss is likely to be environment-dependent. It would
be interesting to compare the results to our study to the host
galaxies of hydrogen-rich (Type IIn) SLSNe, since these SLSNe
do show clear signs of interaction in their SN spectra. If their
host population is found to be similar to the H-poor SLSN hosts,
this could point to a similar progenitor population for the two
classes.
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APPENDIX
NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS
A.1. SN 2011ke
Inspection of archival Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT) images shows that SN 2011ke exploded in a compact
dwarf galaxy, with a redder and more extended companion. We
obtained a spectrum with the slit going through both the SN site
and the companion galaxy; while the spectrum was not taken at
parallactic angle, IMACS has an atmospheric dispersion correc-
tor, so relative line fluxes should not be affected. We find that
the two galaxies are at a similar redshift, though with a velocity
offset of ∼100 km s−1. A color image combining g- and r-band
from CFHT with our own z-band images from IMACS is shown
in Figure 14. The blue-green color of the dwarf galaxy is due
to strong [O iii] emission in r-band, similar to the “Green Pea”
galaxies found in SDSS (Cardamone et al. 2009).
The SDSS images of this system do not separate the two
galaxies, and the SDSS catalog photometry includes light from
both sources. To get host galaxy photometry, we perform
photometry in a 1′′ aperture centered on the compact dwarf
on the CFHT (g and r), IMACS (z) and FourStar (J) images
and apply an aperture correction in each band calculated from
stars in the field. The photometry listed for SN 2011ke in
Table 3 is for the dwarf galaxy only. Similarly, derived quantities
listed are based on the spectroscopy and photometry of the
dwarf.
A.2. PTF09cnd
We obtained deep imaging of the field of PTF09cnd with
MMTCam. As can be seen in Figure 1 there are several sources
near the reported location of the transient (marked by the green
circle). We assume the closest source is the correct host, and
use this photometry to construct a model SED. A spectrum
confirming the redshift would be necessary, however, to make a
definitive association.
To determine a metallicity for PTF09cnd, we download the
archival spectra of the transient from Quimby et al. (2011b)
from the WISEREP database (Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012). The
late-time spectrum exhibits a number of galaxy emission lines,
which we use to determine the host properties.
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